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As the Ethiopian government and many Ethiopians know, Ethiopia is near 

the bottom of the ladder among African countries. This is a fact. This is the 

reason why the incumbent government has been and continues to work hard 

to extricate the country out of the backwardness it is in. An attempt is made 

in this writing to show that it is utterly improper to compare Ethiopia’s level 

of development with other African countries without referring to its many 

peculiarities.  

 

Dr. Getachew Begashaw’s litany of problems the country faces (video, July 

10, 2011 town hall meeting in Arlington, VA, posted on youtube) is the 

usual exaggerated, this time dramatized, presentation incorporating the 

customary tactic of omission. We have heard such litany again and again. He 

started with poverty, claiming questionable 90% of the Ethiopian people are 

poor. He did not mention a single reason why Ethiopia has been in such state 

of affairs. The only message he intended to convey to readers was that 

Ethiopia is where it is now because of the EPRDF government. He tried to 

hoodwink readers to believing that the government is responsible for the dire 

situation. The readers know that his litany is typical of the incessant 

accusations by his likes. They are aware that the government has been 

successfully implementing appropriate plans, projects and strategies aimed 

at developing the country and improving the lot of the people. Export 

revenue is one good indicator of government success. It dramatically 

increased from a few hundred million US Dollars a few years ago to $2.7 

billion in 2010/2011 financial year. The dramatic increase was the result of 

measures and actions taken by the government, including attracting investors 

and facilitating investing. Millions of Ethiopians directly and indirectly 

benefited from the diversification of the economy: agriculture, 

manufacturing, mining and services. It is difficult to imagine Ethiopia 

attaining a fraction of the progress made in peace, stability, and political, 



 

 

economic and social development by the EPRDF if, by a freak accident, the 

extreme opposition and supporters had come to power instead of the 

dedicated EPRDF. Such performance renders nonsense the oppositions’ 

accusations leveled at the EPRDF government. (By the way, he wrongly 

stated with emphasis that Addis Ababa is the seat of the African 

Development Bank). 

Countless donors and aid agencies (national, international and corporate 

leaders) have been making statements, which support the above conclusion. 

Let us just look at what was said on a single day, August 12, 2011. US 

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton lauded reducing the number of 

people facing starvation from more than 13 million in 2002/2003 to fewer 

than 5 million today. She said “…there is no question that Ethiopia and 

Kenya are moving in the right direction” to escape poverty and hunger. Dr. 

Jacques Diof, the Director General of FAO, commended “Ethiopia has a 

good record of managing aid properly and using it for the intended 

purpose,” A Chinese CEO of a shoe making company in Shenzhen stated 

that corruption in Ethiopia is not significant; government officials from top 

to lower level are “very clean.” In recognition of proper use of aid donors 

have been increasing aid in recent years. For example, a series of British aid 

increases, not related to drought, culminating in 290 million Pounds for 2011 

was reported on August 15, 2011 (214.3 million Pounds in 2009/2010 

according to DFID, Britain gave £214.3m in aid). 

The naysayers, Beyene Petross and Merara (Merrarra) Gudinas, would 

totally reject the above statements. They have, however, no qualms to 

manipulate farmers. They arranged for the foreign media to meet targeted 

farmers in a secret location, mind you not locations. The farmers are 

reported to have said the government deprived them of aid because they 

were in the opposition camp. It is not unlikely that there could have been a 

few instances where officials at the kebele levels for personal reasons could 

have committed the alleged discrimination. It is, however, incredible to even 

imagine that the EPRDF government whose fighters experienced hunger and 

deprivation during its struggle against the Derg would systematically deprive 

farmers the means of their livelihood.  

After sampling views of oppositions and donors let us now turn to the 

objective of this writing. Many factors contribute to the state of affairs that 

Dr. Getachew Begashaw exhaustively dealt with. These include:  

http://www.dfid.gov.uk/Where-we-work/Africa-Eastern--Southern/Ethiopia/


 

 

1. Suspicion and resistance to change (recent example: introduction of 

ECX),  

2. Feudal resistance to change, 

3. Negative attitude to work (particularly traditional metal work, wood 

work, etc.),  

4. Too many non working ecclesiastical holidays,  

5. Tradition to not question nature/creation,  

6. Unintended destruction of the environment (deforestation and soil 

erosion),  

7. Drought (recurring at shorter intervals and becoming more intensive), 

8. Deteriorating crop yields/productivity, 

9. Locust invasions (seem to be under control nowadays),  

10. Bribery (rooted in tradition of giving money or services practiced in 

the days when government officials were not salaried), 

11. Backward bureaucratic civil service (thus business process 

reengineering, BPR), 

12. Population pressure (tradition of large family requiring intensification 

of family planning),  

13. Time and effort required to change the economic system from 

socialism to developmental state,   

14. Lack of peace and stability for centuries (culture of resolving conflicts 

through force), 

15. Sabotage by opposition members and supporters in the civil service,  

16. The miniscule Diaspora lobbying donors to deny aid to Ethiopia,   

17. The miniscule Diaspora pressurizing Diaspora Ethiopians not to invest 

in Ethiopia,  

18. The miniscule Diaspora bullying returnees after visiting Ethiopia not 

to utter anything positive they witnessed.  

I dare say no other country in Africa or anywhere else for that matter had 

faced such complex situations for such a long period as well as had no 

modern based administration derived from colonial legacy. In other words, 

Ethiopia had to start from scratch and hence the sheer nonsense of 

comparing it with other countries, particularly African countries, as the good 

Doctor did.  

 

Now thanks to the EPRDF government dramatic changes are taking place. 

Some of the factors are no longer of concern; others are in the process of 

being resolved. As for the factors related to the extreme oppositions and 

supporters they are gradually becoming irrelevant because the silent majority 

is increasingly siding with the government. Demonstrations in the USA and 



 

 

Europe in support of the government and organizing fund raising events for 

building the Grand Renaissance Dam are among concrete examples of such 

support. It would be appropriate here to recall the pioneers of the switch 

from opposing to supporting—among them: Negusie Woldemariam, Yossef 

Gezachew, Solomon Tekalign and Biniam (BEN) Kebede.    

 

Lack of peace and stability, particularly during the past two centuries, is the 

subject matter of this writing. Incessant conflicts, battles and wars placed a 

burden on the people. This was particularly the case with farmers. They 

were forced to abandon their farms and families to fight the wars of 

competing warlords, mind you without any type of compensation. The wives 

and children of those who died and suffered serious injuries fighting were 

left without providers. As this was not enough, the country was hit by 

famine during the last decade of the 19
th
 century. The casualties were 

staggering:  a third of the population and 90% of the cattle, the latter from 

foot-and-mouth disease inadvertently brought by the Italians during their 

1896 invasion.  

 

A brief look at internal conflict and external aggression prone Ethiopia 

would be in order here. For thousands of years Ethiopia was under 

monarchical rule. Peace and stability became causalities in the last 240 

years. During 1769-1855 chaos prevailed in the country. This period is 

known as Zemene Mesafnt (Era of the Princes). Following the dwindling 

power of the kings, the nobilities (warlords) fought one another. The lot of 

the people got worse as they had to carry the burden of supplying the 

warlords with food and other provisions in addition to manpower. Between 

1868 and 1974 the country reverted to monarchial rule. During this period, 

in addition to expanding the empire, fighting among competing/rival 

nobilities and government subduing internal rebellions, the country had to 

defend itself from external aggressors: Turkey, Egypt, Sudan, Italy, Somalia 

(1963 and 1977-1978) and Eritrea (1998-2000), i.e. excluding the 1961-1991 

civil war ending in Eritrea gaining its independence. Egypt conducted three 

invasions aimed at controlling the Nile and failed. Since then it has been 

using proxies to destabilize Ethiopia. Moreover, it has been successfully 

pressurizing international financial institutions and donor countries to deny 

Ethiopia loans for building dams on the Abay River and its tributaries.  

 

Following Al-Shabaab’s jihad declaration on Ethiopia and at the request of 

the Somali Transitional Government, Ethiopia intervened militarily in 

Somalia. This was the first time in recent centuries that Ethiopia took 



 

 

preemptive measures to defend itself outside of its territory. Currently 

Ethiopia continues to suffer from proxy destabilization attempts by Eritrea 

among others. The latest concrete evidence of this is provided by the U.N. 

Monitoring Group report on Somalia and Eritrea. The report confirmed that 

Eritrea conceived, planned, supported, financed, trained, directed and 

deployed OLF members to under take massive bombing attacks (foiled by 

the Ethiopian security and people) in Addis Ababa during the AU Summit 

this year.   

  

In contrast, during the colonial era there was relative peace in Africa. Inter 

tribal fighting; skirmishes between pastoralists, etc. were more or less 

contained. Our African brothers and sisters got exposed to systems of 

administration different from their traditional ones. A segment of their 

population, particularly in the urban areas, had some access to basic 

education and health. Many worked in offices as messengers, clerks 

interpreters/translators. Some rose to higher levels with higher education; 

African members of Parliament in the French Assembly in Paris are a good 

example of this. By the time they got their independence they had 

accumulated some experience and working knowledge in administrative 

matters. By then there were sizable university graduates in most of the 

countries. And some former colonial officials continued to work for the new 

governments facilitating in the transfer of skills to the new cadre of African 

bureaucrats. Changes considered necessary under the new situation were 

introduced. In general, all the governments had to do was to maintain, 

improve and further the administrative system, infrastructure, health, 

education, democratic process, etc. they inherited.  

 

Ethiopia started the process of modernization from scratch. Around the 

beginning of the 20
th

 century a couple of modern schools were opened, 

starting in Addis Ababa (1907) and Harar (1908). However, development in 

the education sector was interrupted by Fascist Italy invasion in 1936 using 

air power and poison gas. It resumed in 1941 after a 5-year Italian 

occupation, characterized by resistance throughout the country, came to an 

end with the assistance of British forces. The Fascists hunted down and 

liquidated all but a few of the120 foreign educated Ethiopians (according to 

Margery Perham), thus depriving the country of a core of citizens who could 

have helped quicken the badly needed changes. During this period a start 

was made at rudimentary modernization. The process of modernization was 

too slow resulting in a failed first coup d’etat in 1960. The second coup 

succeeded in ending the imperial regime in Ethiopia. It was, unfortunately, 



 

 

followed by 17 years (1974-1991) of carnage and destruction after the Derg 

regime adopted communism. To the chagrin of feudalists, all land was 

nationalized, putting an end to the exploitation of farmers and making access 

to land to all farmers. All businesses (trade, agriculture, industries, services, 

etc.) as well as extra-houses were confiscated. Ethiopia’s external debt in 

1989 accelerated to 51% of its GNP (Employer as the Last Resort (ELR)-

Led Environmentally Sustainable Development for Full employment in 

Rural and Urban Ethiopia: A Working Paper by Desta, Asayehgn, Ph.D.) 

This figure was probably higher when the EPRDF took over Addis Ababa. 

 

From the above it is clear that there was no sustained peace and stability in 

Ethiopia for an extended period. In other words, Ethiopia was deprived of 

conditions conducive to development efforts, innovation and accumulation 

of wealth. And yet naysayers have the audacity to condemn the current 

government for not performing miracles in bringing the country out of its 

predicament in such a short time. As the saying goes ‘Rome was not built in 

a day’.   

 

The present government has been tirelessly working to bring about 

sustainable development. There is no need to tire readers by recounting 

success stories in all social and economic activities. The success stories are 

not hearsays. Thanks to modern communications, particularly ETV, one can 

witness the ongoing changes in all parts of the country. Unlike governments 

in the Arab countries the Ethiopian government has been successfully 

promoting and supporting equitable development throughout the country. 

The process of organizing the urban youth in micro and small enterprises 

continues. Many such enterprises have already transited to higher levels. 

Barren mountainous areas are being reforested, parts of them with fruit 

bearing trees and other plants, such as, Jatropha for diesloil production. 

Agriculturally unproductive areas are being turned to productive ones. Water 

and soil conservation and irrigation are becoming more and more common. 

Agricultural yields/productivity in many areas have doubled and tripled and 

more. As a result, the lot of an increasing number of farmers is remarkably 

improving. The number of farmers claiming assets ranging between 

thousands to over 5 million Birr continues to grow at an accelerating rate. 

Access to education and health is among the goals that Ethiopia is expected 

to attain before the end date of the United Nations Millennium Development 

Goals. Great strides have been made in accesses to potable water and 

electricity.   

 



 

 

The development trend continues unabated in all social, economic and 

environmental areas. Ethiopia is nowadays increasingly cited as model for 

other developing countries in a variety of successful development and 

innovative activities. The stream of delegations coming to the country to 

learn from its successes confirms this fact. Internationally it is playing a 

leading role in African affairs. Despite extreme oppositions’ hue and cry and 

begging donors to stop aid, foreign governments and international 

organizations continue to recognize Ethiopia’s proper use of their aid and its 

achievements and reward it with increasing aid. The oppositions and their 

supporters who definitely know about these and other achievements find 

them hard to swallow. They are increasingly becoming frustrated and 

irrelevant. The only solution for them is to come to their senses by coming 

out of their daydreams.  

Before closing let me say a few words on another ‘comparing the 

incomparable’. This has to do with the much talked about, wished for and 

predicted fate of the Ethiopian government under similar conditions of the 

leaders of North Africa and the Middle East. As indicated above the 

conditions that lead to the uprisings are not there in Ethiopia. There are no 

similarities that warrant duplicating the recent experiences of those 

countries. There is, therefore, no possibility for Arab Spring revolution. In 

this connection, I would refer the readers to three articles:  

(1) Ethiopian fascination with the Arab Spring by Aklog Birara (Ph.D.) (July 30, 2011) 

<http://www.ethiomedia.com/andnen/2744.html> 

(2) Ethiopia: The Dangers Ahead, by Yared Ayicheh (07/27/11) 

<http://nazret.com/blog/index.php/2011/07/27/ethiopia-the-dangers-ahead?blog=15> 

(3) Mubarak in court: Is Meles next?, by Eskinder Nega (August 5, 2011) 

<http://www.ethiomedia.com/andnen/2772.html> 

In the first, the writer wrote “in Sub-Saharan Africa, Ethiopian fascination 

with the Tunisian and Egyptian popular revolutions exceeds any other…the 

Ethiopian admiration for and, interest in the Arab Spring is 

relentless...Ethiopians seem to be excited about the prospect that a similar 

situation [intervention on behalf of the Libyan opposition] could occur in 

Ethiopia.” I fail to understand what the writer is trying to convey. Which 

Ethiopians is he writing about? I could understand his statements if they 

were to refer to the miniscule Diaspora and extreme opposition and not to 

Ethiopians in general. The addiction to baseless generalizations is rampant in 

practically all their utterances and writings.  Anyway, the complete failure to 

even gather a handful of demonstrators at the much-publicized Arab Spring 

type revolution planned to take place all over the country to coincide with 

http://www.ethiomedia.com/andnen/2744.html
http://nazret.com/blog/index.php/2011/07/27/ethiopia-the-dangers-ahead?blog=15
http://www.ethiomedia.com/andnen/2772.html


 

 

EPRDF’s 20
th

 anniversary (May 28) does not indicate any fascination or 

relentlessness whatsoever.  

 

In the second, the writer predicts with certainty “Meles Zenawi of course has 

yet to face a crisis. But he will. An African Spring, with Ethiopia, Africa’s 

largest dictatorship, as its epicenter, is unavoidable.” He contrasts P.M. 

Meles with the King of Morocco who he said, “voluntarily instituted 

democratic reforms.” Meles did this 20 years ago. As elsewhere there is, of 

course, room for furthering democracy. And that that is happening is evident 

from what a normal person with open mind can and should notice and 

appreciate. 

 

In the third, the writer came out with five types of dangers the country would 

be exposed to in carrying out revolutions a la Arabs. Despite his recognition 

of these dangers he feels that “they are more likely to happen…” Yes, the 

miniscule vociferous, hateful, hate mongering, jealous, vindictive, desperate, 

power hungry and increasingly dwindling Diaspora will get what they ask 

for in the very unlikely Arab type uprising taking place in Ethiopia. Chaos is 

what they have been wishing for and predicting during the last twenty years 

with the hope that they will sneak in through the backdoor and snatch power.  

 

Mark my words, if Arab type so-called revolution starts in Ethiopia it would 

be worse than the worst of what is going on in Libya, Syria and Yemen. 

Ethiopia, a multiparty federal system, is none of these. With over 80 million 

people and about 80 emancipated ethnic groups you have a recipe for 

disaster unseen and unheard of anywhere. The current Somali situation 

would pale by comparison with that of Ethiopia. Even an uprising like those 

in Egypt or Tunisia could have serious negative repercussions on the fast 

growing socio-economic development for an indefinite period (read Robert 

Fisk’s Egypt's revolutionary youth are being sidelined). Fortunately, the 

Ethiopian people—who now use their ethnic languages, administer 

themselves up to woreda level, plan and use budgets according to their 

priority needs, enjoy durable peace and stability, etc.—know that the present 

EPRDF government is their salvation from centuries of oppression, 

exploitation, backwardness and miserable living.* They know there is no 

viable alternative for it. They know about and appreciate the continuing 

process of modernizing administration. They know that they are the sole 

decision makers in their respective areas. They will not, therefore, tolerate 

any change of government nor of the ethnic federalism introduced and 



 

 

nurtured by EPRDF. Simply put, they will not act against their interests. 

They have already said enough and adios.  

 

 

* It would be worth referring here to an independent view of Ethiopian 

Semay Blog, a member of the opposition in the Diaspora. In Why is the 

Opposition Media Shy from Reporting OLF/EPLF Terror Plot? (July 31, 

2011) <BLOGSPOT.COM/>. The Blog expresses its disagreement with the 

opposition groups who are bedfellows with separatist OLF and ONLF as 

well as the enemy Eritrean regime. It distinguishes between opposing the 

government and protecting the integrity of the country. Such a correct 

attitude on the part of a member of the opposition should be welcomed. 

 
 

http://www.ethiopiansemay.blogspot.com/

